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The Annual Report showcases the achievements and glories of our school, undoubtedly, but also
makes us think deeply about our shortcomings. We have always been committed to create an
environment in the school which helps the young minds to blossom and provide a platform for
individual thinking and holistic development of the child’s personality.
Though, we, Delhi World Public School, Muzaffarpur are a bud in the city, yet, we set standards
and goals for ourselves and strive to achieve them – be it in the area of academics,
sports, discipline, leadership, and so on.
ACADEMICS
I wish to begin with our performance on the academic front. Achieving academic excellence is at
the heart of our endeavour as educators. Academic achievements reflect a demonstrated ability to
perform to the best of one’s ability by developing one’s intellectual potentials and skills with
diligence and ardour.
Our children are indeed doing really well in their academic pursuits. I am proud to tell you all,
that our children even, class one, now converse in English in the campus. Some of them have
participated in the International Spell Bee Competition and Olympiads. They have made a steady
progress in their academics.
To strengthen the academic performances children are provided with worksheets every week end
and question banks before examinations.
Every Saturday we hold remedial classes to help our weak students and provide extra individual
attention to their academics in major subjects like English, Mathematics, Science or EVS.
Our Tiny-Tots of Nursery and Prep showcased their learning and personality development in the
form of Class presentation which was witnessed by their parents and appreciated their
endeavours. And this is going to be a quarterly event in the coming years.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Co-curricular activities facilitate the development of various domains of mind and personality
such as the intellect, emotion, social engagement, morality and aesthetics. They actually
complement the curricular activities and groom the students in the “Art of living and working
together.” They are the true and practical experiences gained by students by their own learning.
Thus, our students have had a number of such activities to bolster the above mentioned skills.
Some of them are:
-

Activities on Culinary skills
Celebrations of Festivals such as Techers’ Day, Children’s Day, Janmashtami, Diwali, Eid,
Christams, etc.
Subject based activities such as Math Race, Calligraphy, Declamation, Story Telling,
Community Eating, Introduction to states, among the few.
Fun Activities such as Exploring market, Splash Pool - monsoon activity, Riddles and so on.
Functions on National festivals such as Independence Day, Gandhi Jayanti, Republic
Dayand others.
Awareness programmes such as Earth Day and Swatch Bharat Abhiyan.

We have been organizing special Assembly every Friday on various themes to provide
opportunity to each child to explore and express before the others and in turn it builds their self
confidence.
SPORTS AND GAMES
“To be a great champion, you must believe you are the best. If you are not, keep on trying.”
Sports competitions inculcate the spirit of positive challenges & sportsmanship among the
students and prepare them for the life ahead. Another area in which we have not only made our
presence felt but have made ripples, is the sports and games. Our boys and girls have done
extremely well in it in various competitions organized in the city.
-

Our boys emerged the Football District Champions Under -14 organized by the state Govt.

-

Our Girls were the first Runner Up in the District Kabbadi Championship organized by the
District Kabbadi Association at Taxila School. Kumar Aditya and Neelakshi of Class VI
were adjudged and awarded trophies for being the Best Tacklers in their Category.

-

Our School was awarded the most Disciplined School Trophy, of the 36 schools
participated, in the 3rd Swami Vivekanand Atheletic Meet, held at L. S. College Campus in
which Aditya Raj of Class IV won a Silver Medal.

-

Besides our Physical Education Teacher, we have experts coming and training our students
time to time.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
-

The school organised an Inter School Junior Quiz Competition on 12 th October 2018 in our
premises, in which 8 schools had participated and Delhi World Public School emerged as
the winner beating DAV Khabra.

-

DWPS organized the Inter School Cricket Tournament Under -14 here, in our campus in
which Taxila School lifted the trophy.

EXCURSION AND FIELD TRIPS
Travelling and exploring new places has many great benefits in terms of life experience. It works
wonders on our perception of life. We have been planning for a while that students should get a
chance to not just have fun but also explore innovative prospects during educational trips. Thus,
we organized excursions to various Religious places, Visit to Kotia Mazzar, and an excursion to
ICAR – Litchi Research Centre where, our children interacted with scientists.
PARENT TEACHER MEETS
We firmly believe that positive communication between parents and teachers goes a long way in
improving the efficacy of education. We ensure active participation of parents in the teaching
learning process. Apart from regular periodic communication between the teachers and parents
the following PTMs were held during the last session
The Parent Teacher Meeting was held on 5th May, 28th July and 6th October 2018 and 19th January
2019. The parents discussed the progress of their wards after meeting their subject teachers in the
school building.
WORKSHOPS and SKILL ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMMES
For learning there is no age as learning is a process and not a product. So our teaching fraternity
keeps enhancing their knowledge with constant workshops and trainings conducted by eminent
resource persons across the nation such as Classroom Management, Dealing with Adolescence,
Effective Teaching of English, Assessment and Evaluation, Student Centred Learning, The 4 Cs of
Modern Learning, Collaborative Learning, etc.
A 10 days Summer Camp was organized to hone the other skills of the children, in which children
participated in Yoga, Sports, Music and Dance, and various fun activities.
A Robotics workshop was organized for our children to provide them a feel of development in
Science and Technology.
Our students had showcased their learning in the form of an exhibition with Science working and
non-working models, paintings and drawings, Art & Craft, which was highly appreciated by our
parents who witnessed it. There was an obvious integration between art skills and the variety of
concepts imbibed in class, drawing out the pupil’s innate creative capacity.
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
The school is grateful to our Trustees who have been ensuring the rapid acceleration in the growth
of our school by providing us support to create an enviable campus infrastructure and by
employing competent manpower. Their efforts are visible as the first floor is already getting ready
for our use. The pleasant green pasture to our sights.
“Let’s make our future generations academically modern, deeply humane and truly Indian.”

